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was decorated with shining such as colored lights and glass balls .A

ornaments B luxuries C exhibits D complements 2. Many pure

metals have little use because they are too soft , rust too easily, or

have some other .来源：www.examda.com A drawbacks B

handicaps C bruises D blunders 3. Their diplomatic principles

completely laid bare their for world conquest .A admiration B

ambition C administration D orientation 4. Whether you live to eat

or eat to live, food is a major in every family’s budget .A nutrition B

expenditure C routine D provision 5. Some people think that a

translation , or word-for word translation ,is easier than a free

translation .A literal B literary C liberal D linear 6.Some studies

confirmed that this kind of eye disease was in tropical countries .A

prospective B prevalent C provocative D perpetual 7. Stop shouting

!I can’t hear the football .A judgment B interpretation C

commentary D explanation 8. Since the two countries couldn’t

their differences , they decided to stop their negotiations .A rectify B

oblige C reconcile D obscure 9.The author of the report is well with

the problems in the hospital because he has been working there for

many years.A acquainted B informed C accustomed D known 10.

When the farmers visited the city for the first time , they were by its

complicated traffic system.A evoked B bewildered C diverted D

undermined 11. Giving a gift can convey a wealth of meaning about



appreciation of their and the importance you place upon the

relationship .A hospitality B superiority C priority D solidarity12.

Every member of society has to make a to struggle for the freedom of

the country .来源：www.examda.com A pledge B warranty C

resolve D guarantee13. Individual sports are run by over 370

independent governing bodies whose functions usually include rules

, holding events , 0selecting national teams and promoting

international links .A drawing on B drawing up C drawing in D

drawing down 14. The police were alerted that the escaped criminal

might be in the .A vain B vicinity C court D jail 15. He will resign in

view of the complete failure of the research project.A doubtfully B

adequately C presumably D reasonably 16.We couldn’t really

afford to buy a house so we got it on hire purchase and paid monthly

A installments B arrangements C investments D requirements17. The

kitchen was small and so that the disabled could reach everything

without difficulty.A conventional B compact C compatible D

concise 18.Small farms and the lack of modern technology have

agricultural production .来源：www.examda.com A blundered B

tangled C bewildered D hampered 19. While a full understanding of

what causes the disease may be several years away , leading to a

successful treatment could come much sooner.A a distinction B a

breakthrough C an identification D an interpretation 20. After

several nuclear disasters, a has raged over the safety of nuclear

energy.A quarrel B suspicion C verdict D controversy 21. To for his

unpleasant experiences he drank a little more than was good for

him.A commence B compromise C compensate D compliment22.



Certain species disappeared or become as new forms arose that were

better adapted to the Earth’s changing environment .A feeble B

extinct C massive D extinguished 23.To prevent flooding in winter

the water flowing from the dam is constantly by a computer.来源

：www.examda.com A graded B managed C conducted D

monitored 24. I suggest we put the scheme into effect , for it is quite

.A feasible B eligible C probable D sustainable 25. If you work under

a car when repairing it , you often get very .A greasy B sticky C

slippery D waxy26. His use of color ,light and form quickly departed

from the conventional style of his as he developed his own technique

.A descendants B predecessors C successors D ancestors 27. He is

only person who can in this case, because the other witnesses were

killed mysteriously.A charge B accuse C testify D

rectify28.Diamonds have little value and their prices depends almost

entirely on their scarcity.来源：www.examda.com A extinct B

permanent C surplus D intrinsic 29. It is that women should be paid

less that men for doing the same kind of work..A abrupt B absurd C

adverse D addictive 30 Satellite communications are so up-to-date

that even when in the middle of the Pacific ,businessmen can contact

their offices as if they were next door. A gliding B cruising C piloting

D patrolling Key:来源：www.examda.com 1------10 AABBA
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